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Question (l): 25 Marks

A- What is meant by positive displacement flow meters? In addition, give an example.

(4marks)

B- Define; Accuracy, Precision, and Linearity.
, 

(4marks)

C- Describe the idea and the principle of operation of the following: Mcleod gauge and

Pirni pressure gauge. (Smarlcs)

D-Describe with a sketch the construction of inductive pressure transducer and how it is

work.?. (4marlcs)

E-Defure the piezoelectric effect. Write notes about piezoelectric pressure transducer. (Smarks)

Question (2): 25 Marks

A- A diaphragm gauge is constructed of spring steel to measure a pressure of 7 MPa +

l% Thediameter of diaphragm (d) is (12.5 * 0.25) mm. Calculate the thickness (t) of

diaphragm, if the maximum deflection d* is 0.33 of thickness t. Also, calculate the

uncertainty in d* in mm and Yo. Given : Young's modulus E: 200 x106 Pa,
3F- utF.d*

Poisson's ratio €:0.28, uncertainty in thickness is +2% ., {d*= f , . f3  )

(10 marlcs)

B- What is your information about the Rota-meter.? Also, in a Rota-meter, derive the

expression formula for volume flow rate. (Q0) then. Prove that puou:2pnuia (10 marla)

C- A U-tube manometer uses tubes of 0.5 cm and 1.5 cm diameters for two legs. When

subjected to a certain pressure, the difference in height of the two fluid columns is 30

cm Hg (mercury). What would have been the reading if both tubes where the same

diameters? The measurement is performed for air (p:0). (5 marlcs)



Question (3): 25 Marks

A-A 10 Cm diameter edged orifice plate is used to meter the steady flow of 20oC *uto

through a 20 cm pipe. Flange taps are used and the pressure drop measured is 50 Cra

of Hg. Determine the pipe flow rate. Take Cd = 0.68 and Ssr: 13.6. (7 marks)

B-Write notes on Hot-Wire Anemometer (construction, material), then explain and sketch

the constant temperature method (CTA) applied in hot-wire anemometer

measurements. (6 marks)

C- Explain, how you can measure very high pressure up to 7000 bar, illustrating the

device idea and material of it.? G

marlcs)

D- Why it is importarrt to measure the level of fluids. Name the methods of measuring

level. Explain one of them. (4 marlrs)

E- Describe the idea and working of Ultrasonic flow meters. State the advantages of these

flow meters. ft marks)

Question (4):

A- Explain, how are very high temperatures measured?

25 Marks

(7 marlcs)

B- Describeo how can two dissimilar metals are jointed together be measured the temperature? (Smarlu)

C-What are the thermistors? State the idea of working, materials, construction and

relation between input and output. ( 3

marks)

E- A bimetallic strip of 15 cm length and}mm thickness for each metal. The element is straight

at 30 oC. Determine the radius of curvature when the element is placed af 20A oC . What

would be the movement ofthe free end in a direction perpendicular to its origrnalCg@on?

Use the following relation for the radius of curvature R: K1+us.AD(cto- os)Atlo. Where o

is the stip thickness, oA: 14il011fC), oe: 1.7x10{(1fC). If c6:0, what will be the

change inthe answer?
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(10 marl6)


